B.E.S.T. MPD Skid Walking System

Run the most efficient MPD operation with Beyond MPD technology: Minimize the rig down and rig up time between wells on the same well pad using our MPD Skid Walking System.

For those operators looking to decrease moving times between wells on multi-well pads, Beyond offers a Walking System solution that allows “walking” the skid containing the MPD Choke Manifold Building and the MPD Separator, avoiding the need for crane or pickers as well as the need to rig up or rig down MPD lines while moving between wells.

Advantages and Features

▪ Carrying Capacity of 150,000lbs (68 metric tonnes)
▪ Compact Design for reduced foot print
▪ Cycle time of 50 seconds
▪ 2 ft (0.61 m) of travel per cycle
▪ Utilizes existing BIG-B Separator hydraulic system and lines so no additional hydraulic systems are required